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Abstract—Logs are one of the most valuable data to describe the running state of services. Failure diagnosis through logs is crucial
for service reliability and security. The current automatic log failure diagnosis methods cannot fully use the multiple fields of logs, which
fail to capture the relation between them. In this paper, we propose LogKG, a new framework for diagnosing failures based on
knowledge graphs (KG) of logs. LogKG fully extracts entities and relations from logs to mine multi-field information and their relations
through the KG. To fully use the information represented by KG, we propose a failure-oriented log representation (FOLR) method to
extract the failure-related patterns. Utilizing the OPTICS clustering method, LogKG aggregates historical failure cases, labels typical
failure cases, and trains a failure diagnosis model to identify the root cause. We evaluate the effectiveness of LogKG on a real-world
log dataset and a public log dataset, respectively, showing that it outperforms existing methods. With the deployment in a top-tier global
Internet Service Provider (ISP), we demonstrate the performance and practicability of LogKG.

Index Terms—LogKG, cluster, embedding, diagnosis.
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1 INTRODUCTION

LARGE-SCALE services are being developed and imple-
mented at an increasing rate, resulting in increased

complexity and interdependence. As a result, when one
service fails, several other services may also suffer, affecting
the experiences of millions of users [1] [2]. An accurate
and practical failure diagnosis approach can considerably
improve service security and reliability. Log-based failure
diagnostic approaches rely on logs to establish the root
cause of a failure [3], e.g., network link down, software
bug, hardware crash, or misconfiguration. Since logs are
often the only accessible data for capturing service runtime
information, log-based failure diagnostic approaches have
attracted much attention recently [4].

Logs contain rich semantic information about service
systems, which is vitally essential for the system’s security
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Component     Task ID                         Content
mobservice2   1ce0358e241dc150  now call service:redisservice2
mobservice1   5c85bd2cf59342ec   now call service:redisservice2
redisservice2  1ce0358e241dc150  QR code has expired
redisservice1  5c85bd2cf59342ec   redis write success
redisservice1  5c85bd2cf59342ec   redis read information successfully
redisservice1  5c85bd2cf59342ec   service accept
mobservice2   1ce0358e241dc150  information has expired
mobservice1   5c85bd2cf59342ec   info write cussess
webservice2   1ce0358e241dc150  an error occurred in the downstream service
webservice1   5c85bd2cf59342ec   write redis successfully

Component     Task ID                       Content
dbservice2      efccf0c61a3fd9ce     now call service:redisservice1
dbservice1      d04ac67cf6c285cd   now call service:redisservice1
redisservice1  d04ac67cf6c285cd   service refuse
redisservice1  efccf0c61a3fd9ce     redis write success
dbservice1      d04ac67cf6c285cd   dbservice1 access redis service denied
dbservice2      efccf0c61a3fd9ce     token generate success 
webservice2   d04ac67cf6c285cd   an error occurred in the downstream service
webservice1   efccf0c61a3fd9ce     write redis successfully

Fig. 1: Logs of two failure cases.

and reliability. They are semi-structured text generated by
logging statements in source code. A log has multiple fields,
including timestamp, level, content, IP, component, task
ID, and content, representing when it is generated, the
severity of the event, the detailed event information, and the
device, software component, and process that generate it,
respectively. The unstructured content field usually consists
of sentences predefined by developers in the source code
to represent a specific event or state information during
the program’s execution. The other fields are structured.
Table 1 lists several examples of logs in the Generic AIOps
Atlas (GAIA) dataset [5]. According to the experience of
operators, it is necessary to consider the information from
multiple fields in manual failure diagnosis (see §2.2.3 for
more details). Such as Figure 1 shows the logs during two
failures. The logs highlighted in red indicate the root causes
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TABLE 1: Emamples Of Logs

Timestamp Level IP Component Task ID Content

2021-07-04 00:38:16,368 INFO 0.0.0.2 logservice2 6318eaeaabe5ee2b
the list of all available services are

dbservice1: http://0.0.0.4:9388,
dbservice2: http://0.0.0.2:9389

2021-07-04 00:42:20,756 INFO 0.0.0.2 dbservice2 a80b24eb9b65be4c now call service:redisservice2, inst:
http://0.0.0.2:9387 as a downstream service

2021-07-04 00:42:45,260 WARNING 0.0.0.1 redisservice1 a39e68cffda53b88 User not scanned, please wait.
Status code: 300

2021-07-04 00:46:59,157 INFO 0.0.0.1 mobservice1 dd29a2b8bd9d9766 info 487a2bca-dc1e-11eb-b1b8-0242ac110004:
XWkAGNLi write success

TABLE 2: Entities And Relations In GAIA Dataset

Subject Predicate Object

Log hasTemplate Template
Log hasComponent Component
Log hasPID PID
Log hasLevel Level
Log hasRequestID RequestID

Template hasEvent Event
Template hasCEE CEE

of these failures, which we call failure-related logs. It is
challenging to find them from the raw logs by simply using
the content field. When information from other fields is con-
sidered holistically, things get easier. The failure-related logs
for the first case in Figure 1 can be captured using the task
ID “1ce0358e241dc150” and the components “redisservice2”
and “mobservice2”, combined with the semantic informa-
tion in the content field. For the second case, integrating
the task ID “d04ac67cf6c285cd”, the components “redisser-
vice1” and “dbservice1”, and the content field makes it
to discover the failure-related logs. They can be used to
determine the failures’ root causes.

Some log-based failure diagnosis methods [3], [6]–[10]
mine the information contained in logs. However, they
only focus on the unstructured content field, neglecting the
information of the structured fields, making them unable
to fully mine the failures’ features. Existing studies [6], [7]
have shown the knowledge graph (KG) technique can ef-
fectively fuse unstructured texts and structured data. There-
fore, we fuse the unstructured content field and structured
fields (e.g., timestamp, level, IP, component, and task ID) of
logs using and utilizing a KG for failure diagnosis.

A KG uses entities and relations to mine information
in multiple fields. Existing KG-based text fusion methods
[7] usually consists of three steps: entity extraction, entity
alignment, and relation extraction. The information in the
structured fields, as listed in Table 1, is relatively fixed
and straightforward. We can easily extract the entities from
them. For the unstructured texts, the existing log parsing
methods [11], [12] can effectively resolve the texts into tem-
plates and parameters. Log templates can be used to extract
and align the entities. Then, entities with different represen-
tations referring to the same object can be aggregated into
the same entity in the KG. As for relation extraction, there
are only several relations between logs and entities extracted
from structured fields, such as ‘hasComponent”, “hasPID”,
“hasLevel”, and “hasRequestID”. The relations between
templates and the entities extracted from templates are
“hasCEE” and “hasEvent”, etc. Moreover, another primary

relation is “hasTemplate” between a log and a template.
Table 2 lists the types of entities and relations in the KG
built based on the GAIA dataset and the triple prototypes
of them. To sum up, the KG constructed based on logs only
has several pre-defined types of relations that can be easily
obtained. Thus, the primary task of multi-field information
fusion for logs is to extract entities from various fields and
align them based on semantics. In this way, the entities
and relations included in logs can be retrieved, and we can
construct a KG to fuse the multi-field information.

To overcome the challenges lying in entity extraction,
entity alignment, and failure representation (more details
in section §2.3), we propose LogKG, a novel framework for
failure diagnosis based on KG-based multi-field informa-
tion fusion. LogKG extracts different types of entities and
relations from the multiple fields of logs and aligns the
entities based on semantics. It represents logs utilizing KG
embedding (KGE) and obtains failure-oriented log represen-
tation vectors (FOLR) for failure cases. Then it aggregates
historical failure cases and labels the root causes of the
typical failure cases for each cluster. Above all, the following
are the primary contributions of this paper:
Log Event Extraction. To extract entities from the multiple
fields of logs, we propose a log event extraction method
through open information extraction. It extracts triples from
log templates and treats them as independent events. These
events provide a more comprehensive representation of logs
and can be used in KG construction.
Alignment for Triples. An entity alignment method can
aggregate entities related to the same object and establish
indirect associations between them from multiple fields of
logs. A semantics-based clustering method generates BERT
[13] variables to obtain the vectors of log triples and merges
triples with the same semantics into one entity to align them.
Failure-Oriented Log Representations. To mine failure fea-
tures, we propose FOLR to extract failure representation
vectors from logs. It finds failure-related logs after a failure
occurs and calculates the failure’s representation vector.
Published Dataset. We publish the failure case dataset1 that
we use, which is collected from China Mobile Communi-
cations Corporation (CMCC) , a top-tier global Internet Ser-
vice Provider (ISP). These logs come from different types of
faults in real scenarios and support the subsequent research
on log-based failure diagnosis. We also publish our source
code in the same repository.

1. https://anonymous.4open.science/r/LogKG-A6BD
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TABLE 3: Related Work

Proposal Objective Data Baselines Reason

Yuan et al. [3]
LogCluster [14] Failure Diagnosis Execution logs Yes The scenario of these works is the same as ours.

LogFlash [15]
DeepLog [16] Anomaly detection Execution logs No

Their outputs are the anomalous logs that deviate
from the position of the usual path,

which is inconsistent with our objective.
LOGAN [10]

Onion [8]
FDiagV3 [9]

Failure Diagnosis Execution logs No
Their outputs are the log entries that

potentially lead to the problem,
which are inconsistent with our objective.

LADRA [17] Failure Diagnosis Execution logs No This work supports only four types of failures,
which is inconsistent with our scenario.

LogM [18] Failure Diagnosis Execution logs
Prior KG No

This work heavily relies on prior knowledge
about failure root causes and log events,

which cannot be obtained in our scenario.

Nagaraj et al. [19] Failure Diagnosis Event logs
State logs No

This work relies on the classification
of event logs and state logs,

which cannot be obtained in our work.

Ikeuchi et al. [20] Failure Diagnosis Execution logs
User actions No This work relies on user actions,

which cannot be obtained in our scenario.
Log3C [21]

Wang et al. [22] Failure Diagnosis Execution logs
KPIs No These works rely on KPIs,

which cannot be obtained in our scenario.

To measure the effectiveness of LogKG, we evaluate
it on a real-world dataset collected from CMCC and a
popular open-source GAIA dataset. LogKG improves the
accuracy and Macro-F1 scores by 4% and 1.5% over the two
baselines on the CMCC dataset, respectively. At the same
time, the improvements on the GAIA dataset are 26% and
15%, respectively. We also demonstrate the effectiveness of
FOLR and KG through ablation studies.

Based on a 5-month deployment of LogKG in CMCC,
we evaluate the workloads of manual verification and
automatic failure diagnosis based on LogKG, respectively.
LogKG handles an average of 47 service failures per day,
which can be diagnosed within five minutes, reducing the
average failure mitigation time by 20+ minutes. LogKG
significantly reduces the amount of manual work required.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
In §2, we introduce the related works, NLP concepts, and
challenges. In §2.3, we elaborate on LogKG’s framework.
Later in §4, we depict our experimental setup and results.
Afterward, we describe the details of LogKG’s deployment
in §5 and conclude our paper in §6.

2 RELATED WORK AND PRELIMINARIES

We first present representative approaches related to
semantic information extraction and failure diagnosis of
logs. Next, we give the natural language processing (NLP)
concepts and KG concepts used in this paper. Then, we
briefly describe the process of the manual failure diagnosis.
Finally, we present three challenges we face.

2.1 Related Work
2.1.1 Log-based Semantic Information Extraction

Some existing log anomaly detection works [1], [23]–
[26] have been proposed to extract the semantic information
of logs. LogAnomaly [1] obtains the semantic vector of a
template by determining synonyms and antonyms. LogRo-
bust [23] uses TF-IDF to give different word vectors differ-
ent weights to obtain template vectors. [24] combines the

transaction-level topic model for learning the embedding of
logs.Log2vec [25] uses the semantic association to represent
the relations by a graph embedding-based method.

In contrast to the methods described above for extracting
semantic information from log entries, SLOGERT [27] and
LEKG [26] model semantic information in logs using a
KG. CoreNLP [28] is used by SLOGERT [27] to obtain the
keywords information contained in log templates. It also
employs regular expressions to determine the parameter
type. LEKG [26] constructs triples from extracted semantic
information using NER (Named Entity Recognition) [29]
and background knowledge, and generates new triples us-
ing rule inference. When the log-based KG is combined
with the background KG, the vast amount of information
contained in background knowledge is utilized. None of
these methods mine the semantics of logs’ structured fields.
2.1.2 Log-based Failure Diagnosis

Manual failure diagnosis is often error-prone and labor-
intensive [4]. Therefore, some methods have been proposed
for automatic failure diagnosis based on logs in recent years
[16] [3] [15] [18] [30] [10] [20] [31] [22] [21]. Table 3 lists some
related works of failure diagnosis and why they are chosen
or not as baselines in our work. We analyze the data types in
the logs to classify them into the following five categories.
a) Execution Path Analysis. DeepLog [16] and LogFlash
[15] use logs to construct log execution path and diagnose
the root cause of failures. Since the above two methods
do not explicitly give the root cause of a failure,they are
inapplicable to our circumstances.
b) Failure-related Log Extraction. All three methods ex-
tract components from logs, compare normal and abnormal
logs, and select failure-indicating logs to help diagnose
failures. LOGAN [10] groups, parses, and aligns logs to
detect normal patterns. After a failure, it calculates the log
sequence divergence from a reference model and suggests a
cause. Onion [8] extracts semantic information from the log,
compares normal and anomalous logs, and selects the log
that indicates the failure root cause to aid failure diagnosis.
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FDiagV3 [9] uses computer cluster logs to diagnose failures.
The three methods are inapplicable to our scenario because
they aim to find logs that may indicate the root cause of
failure.
c) Specific Type Root Cause Analysis. LADRA [17]can
judge the time and location of faults. It uses training and
detection in the form of real-time stream processing to
determine the time of failure. A graph-based model is built
to track the fine-grained request execution paths based on
the migration probability to identify fault anomalies. It sup-
ports only four types of root causes, namely CPU, memory,
network, and disk, which are inconsistent with our scenario.
d) Auxiliary Data Based Diagnosis. LogM [18] proposes a
analysis and anomaly KG framework for real-world failure
diagnosis. User actions help Ikeuchi et al. [20] find the cause.
Nagara et al. [19] propose comparing system behavior logs
in good and bad performance to diagnose performance
failures. Log3C [21]uses cascading clustering to quickly
group log sequences. Then, it finds significant issues that
degrade KPIs. Wang et al. [22] suggest correlating log and
KPI anomalies. These five works require a prior KG, user
action data, or KPI data, which we can not obtain in a
scenario.
e) Failure Type Determination. LogCluster [14] calculates
log sequence vectors to represent log sequences and deter-
mines failure types by clustering. Yuan et al. [3] try to extract
representation vectors from anomalous logs and use repre-
sentation vectors to build a classifier to determine the failure
type. But the clustering method provided by LogCluster
doesn’t use semantic information about the log itself. Yuan
et al. [3] adopt supervised learning, which requires manual
labels to train a classifier.

2.2 Preliminary
2.2.1 KG Construction and Embedding

LogKG utilizes the KG to fuse multi-field information.
KG construction is the process of extracting structured infor-
mation, and it includes three steps: entity extraction, relation
extraction, attribute extraction, and entity alignment.
Entity Extraction is the process of finding named entities in
text. This is usually done with algorithms like Yan et al. [32]
and Strakova et al. [33] for named entity recognition (NER).
Relation Extraction aims to identify the relation of the given
entity pair. Zeng et al. [34] propose an end-to-end model
that can jointly extract relations from sentences. Entities
are linked through relations to form a web-like knowledge
structure.
Attribute Extraction aims to capture the attribute informa-
tion of a specific entity from different information sources.
Jiang et al. [35] can mine meta patterns in a massive corpus
and can find high-quality attribute description statements
as attribute values in the scenario of attribute extraction. we
can treat entities with different label information as different
entities, so the LogKG doesn’t contain attribute extraction.
Entity Alignment aims at linking different entities with the
same meaning. Some of the extracted entity names may
differ, but they refer to the same entity, in which case they
should be aligned. Zhu et al. [36] propose a novel Relation-
aware Neighborhood Matching model named RNM for it.

KGE embeds the components of a KG, including entities
and relations, into continuous vector spaces [37]. It can be

TABLE 4: A Template Can Represent Multiple Events

Template Event
instance: VAR1 Starting instance
do build and run instance VAR2

instance is VAR1
instance is Starting

VAR1 is a valid instance name
list backing images VAR2

VAR1 is instance name
VAR1 is valid
instance name is valid

image VAR1 at VAR2 in use image is VAR1
image VAR1 is at VAR2

Anomaly
Alert

Raw
Logs

Component
Selection

Log
Selection

Failure Log 
Collection

Failure
Recovery

Failure 
Cause

Alert Diagnosis Recovery

Fig. 2: The workflow of the manual failure diagnosis.

categorized into two groups: translational distance models
and semantic matching models.
Translational Distance Models exploit distance-based scor-
ing functions. They measure the plausibility of a fact as
the distance between two entities, after a translation by the
relation [37]. Relations are modeled in TransE [38] as transla-
tions acting on low-dimensional embeddings of entities, and
both entities and relations are represented as vectors in the
same space. KG2E [39] uses multivariate Gaussian random
vectors to depict entities and relations. All connections are
interpreted as complex vector rotations from one entity to
another by RotatE [40].
Semantic Matching Models uses similarity-based scoring
functions. Matching latent semantics of entities and relations
in vector space representations [37] determines fact plausi-
bility. RESCAL [41] assigns latent semantics to each entity.
Each matrix represents latent factor pairwise interactions.
DistMult [42] uses neural-embedding to learn entity-relation
representations. Calculation and cost are simple.

2.2.2 NLP Concepts

Developers usually define logging statements in a natu-
ral language-like manner. LogKG utilizes some NLP tools to
extract entities from the content field.
Open Information Extraction (OpenIE) [43] extracts se-
mantic triples to represent the information in raw text, based
on different NLP toolkits. LogKG uses it to extract semantic
triples from log templates to represent events in logs.
Stanford CoreNLP is an extensible pipeline provides core
natural language analysis [28]. It integrates various func-
tions like NER, POS (part-of-speech), and OpenIE. LogKG
performs triple extraction and keyword tagging based on
CoreNLP to extract the information in the content field fully.
Common Event Expression (CEE) is a toolkit that offers a
detailed taxonomy of general events. It improves the ability
of users to interpret and analyze events [44] effectively.
LogKG annotates the keywords in logs using CEE.
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2.2.3 Manual Failure Diagnosis
Figure 2 shows the manual failure diagnosis workflow.

After receiving a performance issue, operators will establish
the failure’s influence scope. Then, they will identify failure-
related logs and determine the failure’s root cause based
on experience. Important are the failure-related logs. They
will directly affect the results of the failure diagnosis. It is
necessary to use the possible relations between logs to locate
them.

In Table 1, we can see that a log has multiple fields repre-
senting different information. Log relations are contained in
the content field and other fields. For example, different logs
may share the same task ID or IP address. As mentioned in
§1 and Figure 1, Operators cannot capture these relations
when only the content field is used.

To reduce the workload, operators usually specify rules
while searching a large number of logs. Even so, there are
some disadvantages. On the one hand, labor-intensive to
manually maintain these rules. On the other hand, it is error-
prone to diagnose the root cause of failures based on these
rules.

2.3 Challenges
Based on the above information, we introduce the three

challenges lying in KG-based log failure diagnosis.
CH.1. Entity Extraction. As listed in Table 4, a log tem-

plate can represent multiple events. For example, Table 4
lists that “instance is VAR1” and “VAR1 is instance name”
in the first template represent different events. Existing log-
based event failure diagnosis methods treat each log tem-
plate as a single entity, ignoring the multiple contextually
relevant events contained in the log. So the different events
in a log need to be extracted as different event entities.

CH.2. Entity Alignment. Entity alignment aims to merge
entities from different sources but semantically represent the
same real-world object [45]. Without entity alignment, some
entities with underlying relations cannot build associations
with each other. For instance, in Table 4, “instance is VAR1”
in the first template and “VAR1 is instance name” in the sec-
ond template represent the same event. Intuitively, the first
and second templates should build associations through the
same event entity. However, existing methods cannot align
the event entities with similar semantics and merge them
into the same entity.

CH.3. Failure Case Representation. In NLP tasks, repre-
sentation vectors are usually calculated by statistical-based
methods with TF-IDF [46]. However, unlike natural lan-
guage, logs contain much noise. E.g., logs generated by
scheduled tasks and normal business activities are usually
irrelevant to failures and may interfere with failure diagno-
sis. The native NLP methods are unsuitable for obtaining
failure-oriented log representations due to noise.

3 LOGKG
3.1 The Framework of LogKG

LogKG has two parts: offline training and online diagno-
sis in Figure 3. When extracting entities, it not only uses in-
formation in the structured data but also extracts keywords
and events from the unstructured texts. It aligns entities
from different fields and fuses the multi-field information
through a KG. It uses KGE to generate the representation

vector of each failure. Then, it aggregates these failure cases
by clustering. Operators label the root causes of typical cases
for each cluster. After a failure occurs, LogKG converts the
real-time logs into a representation vector and diagnoses the
root cause based on the trained model.

Figure 4 shows the KG construction process, where
the main steps are entity extraction and entity alignment.
LogKG extracts triples from log templates in entity extrac-
tion, addressing the first challenge (i.e., entity extraction).
In entity alignment, LogKG aligns events through seman-
tics, addressing the second challenge (i.e., entity alignment).
Then it builds a KG to fuse the aligned entities. It gets
the representations of logs through KGE. Our proposed
FOLR combines the local features of a failure and the global
features of all failures to identify the failure-relevant logs. In
this way, it obtains the failure-oriented representation vector
for each failure, solving the third challenge (i.e., failure-
oriented log representation).
3.2 Entity Extraction

A log can be divided into two main parts: structured
data and a template in Figure 4. Based on these two parts,
we can extract three types of entities, i.e., structured entities,
keywords, and event triples. Structured entities can be ex-
tracted directly. LogKG extracts keywords and event triples.

3.2.1 Keyword Extraction
Log templates contain keywords related to compo-

nents, states, and tasks in the system, such as “MySQL”,
“DataBase”, “AMQP”, and “Error”. These keywords are
important for failure diagnosis. So they need to be extracted.
Specifically, LogKG utilizes CoreNLP [28] to select key-
words from log templates based on part-of-speech tagging.

3.2.2 Event Extraction
As mentioned, a log can contain multiple events. To

efficiently extract the multiple events of each log. LogKG
performs information extraction on templates, extracting
event triples contained in them. Specifically, it combines
Rule Extraction (RE) and OpenIE [47] to extract the triples.
RE for Rule Triples. The purpose of RE is to take advantage
of the structure of logs. According to our observation, there
are some rules for systems to print logs. So, it becomes easier
to define rules to extract events precisely. Such as in our
implementation, we use some rules to extract entity-value
pairs because they’re separated by a “=” or “:” symbol.
OpenIE for Semantic Triples. OpenIE [43] is often used
to extract semantic triples. LogKG utilizes it to extract
semantic triples from logs, representing the multiple events
in each log. There has been substantial progress in OpenIE
approaches since it was proposed by Banko et al. [43].
These methods take free text as input and yield semantic
triples as output, formed by two arguments related by a
predicate such as “Instance”, “is”, and “valid”. Here, the
implementation of OpenIE is not fixed.

Based on the above two components, LogKG extracts
rule triples and semantic triples from log templates, respec-
tively. So each event is denoted as an entity through a triple.
3.3 Entity Alignment

Entity alignment aims to identify entities from different
sources but semantically represent the same real-world ob-
ject. We need to align these entities and merge the aligned
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Fig. 3: The framework of LogKG

entities. In this way, we can build associations for the entities
with underlying relations by the aligned entities. LogKG
aligns keywords and events as follows.
3.3.1 Keyword Alignment

For keyword entities, LogKG aligns them by integrating
NLP tools and domain knowledge. Specifically, it semanti-
cally annotates keyword entities based on the CEE library
[44] and maps meaningful keywords into concept entities.
However, the concepts contained in CEE are incomplete,
so we extend the concepts of the CEE library based on
domain knowledge. For example, the keyword “AMQP”
can be annotated as “message middleware”.
3.3.2 Triple Alignment

Although LogKG can automatically extract semantic
triples from logs, the syntax of various triples is very differ-
ent. Some triples representing similar semantics are pretty
dissimilar in syntax. Table 4 shows that the events “instance
is VAR1” in the first template and “VAR1 is instance name”
in the second template represent similar semantics. Logs
corresponding to these two templates are context-related.
To associate these context-related log templates, we need to
build associations for these templates using event entities.
Therefore, we need to align these triples based on semantics
and aggregate semantically similar triples into one entity.

LogKG aggregate triples into clusters and treats each
cluster as an event entity. To measure semantic similarity,
it converts these triples into vectors first. Specifically, since
each triple is a complete short sentence, LogKG utilizes a
pre-trained language model to convert each triple into a
fixed-dimensional vector. Some BERT [13] based pre-trained
language models have achieved superior performance in
recent years. We choose a pre-trained language model [48]
of them to obtain the vectors of these triples. Please note
that the selection of pre-trained natural language models is
not our main contribution. Then, LogKG aggregates these
semantically similar triples into event entities by clustering.
Since the number of clusters is pending, we choose some
algorithms that do not require specifying the number of
clusters. Here, the clustering algorithm can be DBSCAN
[49], hierarchical clustering [50], OPTICS [51], or others.
3.4 Knowledge Graph Construction and Embedding
3.4.1 Knowledge Graph Construction

LogKG requires storing large-scale unstructured data
and displaying multi-field information association relations,

Knowledge Graph

Raw Log
TemplateStructured

Text

LogParse

Keyword
Entity

Event
Entity

Structured
Entity

Entity Extraction

Entity Alignment

Structured
Entity

Concept
Entity

Clustered
Event
Entity

KG Construction

Fig. 4: The KG construction framework of LogKG

so Neo4j [52], which is based on graph structure storage,
is applied. It has excellent performance for large-scale data
queries and flexible unstructured data storage. It includes
a Neo4j data browser to execute CQL (Cassandra Query
Language) instructions which is a user-friendly interface.

After entity extraction and entity alignment, LogKG con-
structs a KG based on the explicit relations of different types
of entities. Since logs contain limited information about the
extracted entities, we cannot obtain the data properties of
the entities. An entity’s name represents the type and object
properties of the entity. Figure 5 shows a subgraph of KG
constructured by LogKG with different node types. We can
see LogKG automatically associates the structured entities
with different logs, e.g., “RequestID”, “Template”, “Level”,
“PID”, “Component”, “CEE”. Logs are also mapped to log
templates, which are associated with event entities and
keyword entities, e.g., a log template is associated with
“Event” and “CEE”.

In this way, different entities extracted from multiple log
fields are associated. We focus on the log templates and
establish direct or indirect relations between the aligned
entities and the log templates. These relations express the
correlation between the semantics of different log templates.

The KG constructed by LogKG contains several types of
entities and relations. As shown in Figure 5, the entity types
include ”Log”, ”RequestID”, ”PID”, ”Level”, ”Component”,
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Fig. 5: A subgraph of an example KG constructed by LogKG.

”CEE”, ”Template”, and ”Event”. Some of these entity types
correspond to the structured fields in logs. Therefore, logs
from different services may have different types of entities.
Different entities usually have different relations. For exam-
ple, the relations between the ”Template” entities and the
”Event” entities are ”hasEvent”.

3.4.2 Knowledge Graph Embedding (KGE)
We need to embed the logs into a vector space to di-

agnose failures based on logs. Based on the intuition that
different logs corresponding to different types of failures
should be easily distinguishable in a vector space, we need
to make related logs closer and irrelevant logs farther apart
in the vector space. Regular embedding methods can only
embed the unstructured content field in the logs. They can-
not leverage the multi-filed information in the logs, making
it very difficult to identify failure-related logs in the vector
space.

KGE embeds the components of a KG, including entities
and relations, into continuous vector spaces [37]. It can
utilize the multi-field information fused in the KG and
calculate the semantic relation between entities in the vector
space [53]. Therefore, we apply it to embed logs. While
training the KGE model, we take the processed triplets
representing the KG as input. We convert each entity and
relation to a single identifier and represent triples as tuples
of three identifiers. By taking the processed triples as the
input, we can train a KGE model that maps entities and
relations to the vector space.

Here, we adopt RotatE [40] as the KGE model. RotatE
is a model with superior relation inference performance. It
can describe the potential relation between various entities

in logs. Please note that choosing RotatE as the KGE model
is not our contribution. We can replace it with other KGE
models. We use the representation vectors of templates for
failure diagnosis. Because each log is mapped to a specific
template, entities associated with a log also build an under-
lying relation with a template. In this way, we can transform
the log sequence during a failure into a representation vector
sequence of templates.

3.5 Failure-Oriented Log Representations

We have obtained the representation vector of each
template. Next, we need to obtain the representation vector
of each failure for failure diagnosis. Usually, some failure-
irrelevant logs can appear multiple times during a failure. So
we need to filter them out and use the remaining for failure
representation. LogKG first obtains the logs during each
failure. The time window length of collecting logs for each
failure is ω, which varies with different types of services.
A time window length ω indicates we collect logs of ω/2
minutes before and after the time when a failure occurs. In
our scenario, we set ω = 20 minutes. Then, LogKG can map
these logs to log templates to constitute a template set.

TF-IDF [54] is a term weighting technique in informa-
tion retrieval [14]. Motivated by it, we propose Failure-
Oriented Log Representation (FOLR). According to our
observation, logs frequently appearing in all failure cases
are usually irrelevant to failures. For each template, LogKG
thus calculates its IFF (Inverse Failure Frequency) values.
IFF represents the frequency of each template in all failure
cases. Templates that appear more frequently in all failures
usually have lower IFF values. They are usually irrelevant
to a specific failure. In order to filter the noisy templates,
LogKG ignores the log templates with lower IFF values.
Moreover, for a failure-related log, its template’s occurrence
frequency differs in different types of failures. Therefore,
for each template during a failure, LogKG calculates its TF
(Template Frequency). We calculate the frequency of the
occurrence of each template corresponding to a failure as
the TF value. Then, LogKG uses TF-IFF to obtain a weighted
sum of the representation vectors of the log templates.

Formally, the IFF of template t(t ∈ T ) is calculated as:

wiff (t) =


log(

N

nt
) log(

N

nt
) ≥ θiff

0 log(
N

nt
) < θiff

(1)

where N is the total number of failures, nt denotes the
number of failures where template t appears, and θiff
denotes the threshold of IFF. The TF of template t(t ∈ T )
of the i-th failure fi is calculated as:

wtf (t, fi) =
nt,i

ni
(2)

where nt,i is the number of times template t appears during
failure fi, ni denotes the number of logs during fi. By
calculating TF and IFF, LogKG can obtain the representation
vector Vi of failure fi using weighted summation:

Vi =
m∑
j=1

wtf (tj , fi)× wiff (tj) · ej (3)
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where tj is the j-th template in T , m is the number of
templates, and ej denotes the KGE of template tj . After the
above steps, LogKG can obtain each failure case’s represen-
tation vector for diagnosis.

3.6 Diagnosis

Failure diagnosis, which aims to identify the root cause
of a failure, is usually formalized as a classification task.
LogKG trains a failure diagnosis model through clustering
offline. In the online diagnosis phase, it assigns a failure to
an existing cluster or updates the clustering result.

3.6.1 Offline Training
To use the multi-field information fused by the KG

in downstream tasks, LogKG first gets the representation
vectors of log templates based on KGE, which are then
used to obtain the representation vectors of each failure.
Subsequently, LogKG groups the representation vectors of
failures into different clusters, and operators label the root
cause of the typical failure for each cluster.

Failure Clustering. We employ a density-based clus-
tering method to cluster the representation vectors of fail-
ures. Both DBSCAN [49] and OPTICS [51] are widely used
density-based clustering algorithms. After analyzing the
representation vectors of historical failures, we find that the
densities of different failure types are pretty distinct. There-
fore, we adopted the OPTICS clustering algorithm since
our scenario satisfies its assumption and it is insensitive to
hyperparameters. Here, we set the parameter MS, i.e., the
minimum number of samples per cluster, to 3.

Failure Diagnosis. After clustering, operators select each
cluster’s most representative failure. They usually select the
one closest to its cluster centroid as the most representa-
tive failure. Afterward, they label the root causes of these
cases as the root causes of their corresponding clusters. The
root causes include network congestion, excessive memory
usage, software bug, etc. In this way, we can reduce the
labeling effort because the number of failure clusters (ten in
our scenario) is much smaller than that of failures.

3.6.2 Online Diagnosis
LogKG is triggered when a service failure is detected at

τ , after that It collects logs in the following closed intervals
[τ − w/2, τ + w/2] and calculates the failure representation
vector as in the offline training stage. It assigns this failure
to a failure cluster by calculating the distance between the
calculated vector and the failure representation vectors of
different clusters of failures. Some new failure types often
appear, so the failure diagnosis model needs to be updated.
For failures quite different from the existing ones, LogKG
will update the clusters to adapt to the new failure types.

4 EVALUATION

4.1 Experiment Design

4.1.1 Datasets
We conduct experiments over the GAIA dataset [5], a

publicly available dataset, and the real-world log dataset
collected from the production environment of CMCC, a top-
tier global ISP. The detailed information for the two datasets
is listed in Table 5.

TABLE 5: Detail Of The Datasets
Datasets # of logs # of failure categories # of failure cases
GAIA 13,554,024 4 1,083
CMCC 1,461,006 6 93
TABLE 6: Root Cause Of The Failures In GAIA Dataset

Failure type Root cause

Login failure Network congestion
Memory anomaly Excessive memory usage
File not found Misconfiguration
Access permission denied Software bug

GAIA: The GAIA dataset is generated by simulating real-
world microservice failures. It contains the records of all
failure injections, including the timestamp, location, and all
service logs of each failure. Specifically, 13,554,024 logs are
related to the 1,083 failures, which can be classified into four
types. Table 6 lists the failure types and root causes labeled
by the operators who inject failures.
CMCC: The CMCC dataset is collected from an OpenStack-
based system of CMCC. OpenStack is the open-source cloud
computing platform most widely adopted in the industry
[55]. It consists of multiple service components, including
four core components: Keystone for authentication, Nova
for computing, Glance for image, and Neutron for network-
ing. In addition, it also includes some supporting services,
such as Database and Advanced Message Queue Protocol
[55], each comprising multiple running service daemons.
Based on the OpenStack framework, CMCC builds a 4G/5G
core network to provide services for hundreds of millions of
users. We collected the 1,461,006 logs related to all randomly
selected 93 failure cases in 24 days, which can be classified
into six categories. Table 7 lists the failure types and root
causes labeled by experienced operators.

In the following experiments, from either dataset, we
leverage the front 70% failure cases as the training data and
the rest 30% as the testing data.

4.1.2 Baselines
We compare LogKG with two failure diagnosis algo-

rithms: unsupervised algorithm LogCluster [14] and su-
pervised algorithm Cloud19 [3]. The parameters of these
methods are all set best for accuracy. Specifically, a hier-
archical clustering model is used to implement LogCluster,
and we set its distance threshold to 0.5. For Cloud19, we
choose Random Forest as the classification model and set
the number of trees in the forest to 9.

4.1.3 Experimental Setup
We conduct all the experiments on the Jiutian platform

provided by CMCC. It provides GPU cloud services with
TeslaV100, 16-core CPU, and 32GB DRAM memory. We
implement LogKG with Python 3.7 and PyTorch 1.8, and
we implement LogCluster and Cloud19 with Python 3.7 and
gensim (a free Python library for NLP).

TABLE 7: Root Cause Of The Failures In CMCC Dataset

Failure type Root cause

AMQP server unreachable Network link down
Mysql lost connection
Nova-conductor lost connection Software bug

Computing node down Hardware crash
Flavor disk too small
Linuxbridge-agent anomalies Misconfiguration
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4.1.4 Evaluation Metrics
In our case, failure diagnosis can be viewed as a mul-

ticlassification problem. To measure the effectiveness of
LogKG, we use accuracy and Macro-F1 score. Accuracy
is the percentage of failure cases classified into the same
category as the ground truth to all failure cases. To get a
Macro-F1 score, we should get the F1 score for each failure
category. For a particular failure category A, the precision
is the percentage of failure cases with both classification
result and ground truth being category A to all failure
cases classified as A. For all failure cases, the recall is the
percentage of failure cases with both the classification result
and the ground truth being category A. The F1 score of
failure category A is the harmonic mean of precision (A) and
recall (A). After we get the F1 score for all failure categories,
the Macro-F1 score can be calculated by taking the average
of the F1 scores of all failure categories.

4.2 Evaluation of The Overall Performance
In this section, we compare LogKG with the two baseline

methods on the two datasets to evaluate the effectiveness of
our method. We choose OPTICS as the clustering algorithm.

Figure 6 shows the comparison results of LogKG and
the two baseline methods on the CMCC and GAIA datasets,
respectively. Overall, LogKG achieves the best accuracy and
Macro-F1 score among the three methods on both two
datasets. More specifically, it has an accuracy of 1.0 and a
Macro-F1 score of 1.0 on the CMCC dataset. Meanwhile,
LogCluster and Cloud19 achieve accuracies of 0.96 and 0.90
and Macro-F1 scores of 0.96 and 0.87, respectively, which are
lower than our method. The CMCC dataset contains fewer
failure cases, and logs have simple patterns, so it is easy for
all three methods to classify the cases into correct categories.
However, even with such a task, the other two methods still
suffer from many false positives and false negatives.

On the GAIA dataset, the effectiveness of the three
methods is more clearly contrasted. LogKG has an accuracy
of 0.98 and a Macro-F1 score of 0.99. When evaluating the
performance of a multiclassification method, the shortcom-
ings of the accuracy assessment method are particularly
pronounced if the data is imbalanced. Although Cloud19
achieves an accuracy of 0.92, it has a low Macro-F1 score
of 0.60, which shows that this method cannot classify ev-
ery category of failure cases well. LogCluster achieves the
lowest accuracy and Macro-F1 score on the GAIA dataset.
Neither LogCluster nor Cloud19 thoroughly explores the
multiple fields contained in the logs. At the same time,
LogKG fuses the multi-field data of logs through KG. There-
fore, our method achieves superior failure diagnosis results
than the two baseline methods.

4.3 Ablation Study
We conduct ablation experiments on the two datasets to

evaluate the effectiveness of the two compulsory modules in
LogKG: KG (knowledge graph) and FOLR (failure-Oriented
log representations). Figure 7 shows the results of the abla-
tion experiments on the CMCC and GAIA datasets.

4.3.1 KGE
In our proposed method, we build a KG with multi-

field data and use KGE to get the embedding of each log
template, and then we use the embedding of every log
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Fig. 6: The effectiveness of different methods on the two
datasets

template of one failure case to get the whole embedding
of this case. We believe the embedding obtained by this
strategy integrates more log data information and is more
effective. To evaluate the effectiveness of this strategy, we
design the following ablation experiments:
Removing KGE. We remove KGE from LogKG and use the
one-hot vector to embed each log template. More specifi-
cally, suppose there are n log templates with indices from
1 to n in the whole dataset, then we use an n-dimensional
vector to represent the i-th log template where the i-th bit
in the vector is 1, and all other bits are 0. By doing so, we
get the embedding of each log template. The performance of
this method is displayed in Figure 7 as “LogKG w/o KGE”.
Replacing KGE. We replace KGE with traditional algo-
rithms in the NLP domain since getting an embedding of
a sentence is a typical NLP task. We choose two typical NLP
algorithms, GloVe [56] and Word2Vec [57], to replace KGE
and generate the embedding of each log template, respec-
tively. The scores of LogKG with KGE replaced by GloVe
and Word2Vec are shown as “GloVe” and “Word2Vec” in
Figure 7, respectively.

From Figure 7, we can observe that KGE indeed im-
proves the performance of LogKG. For example, LogKG
without KGE achieves lower accuracy and Macro-F1 score
on the two datasets than LogKG, respectively. When we
replace KGE with Glove and Word2Vec, the results become
less stable and, in most cases, not as good as just replacing
LogKG with a one-hot vector. Log data is different from
natural language text. It contains many repeated logs, and
some do not conform to grammatical rules. Glove and
Word2Vec can extract the semantic information of templates,
but the above characteristics of the log data can make them
inaccurate, degrading their performance. Although the one-
hot method is simple, its statistical idea can be applied
to log data, so it performs relatively well. LogKG extracts
entities from logs and builds a KG. It not only preserves
the semantic information of logs but also mines the relation
between logs at a smaller granularity, which better adapts
to the characteristics of logs. Thus we can conclude LogKG
can achieve better accuracy with KGE.

4.3.2 FOLR

We propose FOLR to generate the embedding of each
failure from log template embedding. FOLR calculates each
failure case’s embedding by performing a weighted sum
of the embeddings of log templates. In a real production
environment, there are many noise logs during each failure,
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easily leading to inaccurate classification. FOLR initially per-
forms denoising by discarding parts of the logs with lower
inverse failure frequencies, which are considered noisy data.
It uses a threshold to decide which logs to discard.

To verify the effectiveness of FOLR, we remove FOLR
from LogKG and use the sum of the embeddings of log
templates to get the embedding of each failure case directly.
“LogKG w/o FOLR” in Figure 7 shows the performance
of this method, and we can observe that LogKG without
FOLR has lower accuracy and Macro-F1 score on the two
datasets than LogKG with FOLR. FOLR increases the Macro-
F1 score by 0.08. The result indicates that FOLR is effective
and improves the performance of LogKG.

4.4 Evaluation of Hyper-Parameters

In this section, we evaluate the hyper-parameters of
LogKG, which contains the threshold of FOLR (θidf ), the
minimum number of samples per cluster (MS) of OPTICS,
and the time window length (ω), as shown in Figure 8. We
evaluate θidf and MS on the two datasets and ω on the
CMCC dataset because we use the duration of each failure,
which can be obtained in the GAIA dataset, as a failure’s
corresponding time window. In addition, we discuss the
effect of clustering algorithms and language models in the
entity alignment, as well as the clustering algorithms used
in the failure clustering on the two datasets.

Specifically, we increase θidf from 0.00 to 0.30 with a step
size of 0.05 on the CMCC dataset and from 0.00 to 0.90 with
a step size of 0.1 on the GAIA dataset. As in Figure 8(a) and
Figure 8(b), we find as θidf increases, the Macro-F1 score
tends to increase first and then decrease. The appropriate
interval is from 0.40 to 0.50 on the CMCC dataset and from
0.10 to 0.20 on the GAIA dataset. LogKG will be influenced
by more noisy data when choosing a small θidf and discard
more useful logs when using a big one.

As for MS, as shown in Figure 8(c) and Figure 8(d),
LogKG achieves better when MS < 4 on the CMCC dataset
and when MS < 12 on the GAIA dataset. The results are
stable in most cases when MS takes a small value, and
when the dataset is relatively small, selecting a larger MS
will lead to an unstable clustering result. Besides, we also
count the number of clusters when MS varies since this
indicator determines labor consumption. A large number of
clusters bring more labeling work to operators. As shown
in Figure 8(e) and Figure 8(f), the number of clusters is
negatively correlated with MS. It is less than 20 when MS
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the two datasets
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changes on the CMCC dataset and has no more drastic
changes when MS > 7 on the GAIA dataset. We set
the parameters when LogKG achieves higher accuracy and
Macro-F1 score, i.e., θidf = 0.4, MS = 3 on the CMCC
dataset, and θidf = 0.15, MS = 10 on the GAIA dataset.

Figure 8(g) shows how the time window length affects
the performance of LogKG on the CMCC dataset. We in-
crease ω from 5 to 30 with a step size of 5. We can find that
LogKG achieves the best performance when ω ∈ [20, 25].
Therefore, we set ω = 20. When ω is too small, some
logs containing failure information will be missed, so the
accuracy and Macro-F1 score may be poor and unstable.
However, when ω is too large, more logs unrelated to the
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failure will be introduced, making LogKG less effective.
We discuss the several components used in entity

alignment on the two datasets, including language mod-
els and clustering algorithms. We conduct experiments
with three different language models: paraphrase-mpnet-
base-v2(Mpnet), all-distilroberta-v1(Roberta), all-MiniLM-
L12-v2(MiniLM) [58], and with three different clustering al-
gorithms: OPTICS [51], Agglomerative Clustering [50] with
specified distance threshold (AC (d)) and DBSCAN [49]. The
results are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10, respectively. All
language models and clustering algorithms achieve 1.0 of
both accuracy and Macro-F1 scores on the CMCC dataset.
Although there are some minor variations, all the language
models and clustering algorithms score above 0.95 in both
accuracy and Macro-F1 scores on the GAIA dataset. The
results show that varying language models and clustering
methods in the entity alignment cause little impact on the
effectiveness of LogKG. We choose Mpnet as the language
model and OPTICS as the clustering method in entity align-
ment since they respectively performed the best in the GAIA
dataset.

We also discuss the effect of different clustering algo-
rithms in failure clustering on the two datasets. We con-
duct experiments with five different clustering algorithms:
OPTICS, Agglomerative Clustering with specified distance
threshold (AC (d)), Agglomerative Clustering with a speci-
fied number of clusters (AC (n)), DBSCAN and KMeans, and
the results are shown in Figure 11(a) and Figure 11(b), re-
spectively. Except for DBSCAN, other clustering algorithms
all achieve 1.0 of both accuracy and Macro-F1 score on the
CMCC dataset and achieve 0.95+ of both accuracy and
Macro-F1 score on the GAIA dataset. DBSCAN achieves
low accuracy and Macro-F1 score on the CMCC dataset and
does not perform as well as the other four algorithms on the
GAIA dataset. We choose OPTICS as the clustering method
in failure clustering since the experiments show that it and
KMeans perform the best of the five algorithms.
4.5 Threats to Validity
4.5.1 Data Quality

LogKG consists of two parts: KG construction and failure
diagnosis model training. The performance of the failure
diagnosis model depends on the effect of KG construction.
In a real large-scale service scenario, some templates with
poor quality may lead to incomplete extraction of multi-field
information, affecting the effectiveness of KG construction.
In the face of complex templates or log formats, it’s neces-
sary to manually improve the quality of the log template.
These additional workloads don’t require human effort.
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Fig. 12: The workflow of LogKG in the production environ-
ment of CMCC.

4.5.2 Scope of Logs during Failure
In our experiments, we set different ω for the GAIA

and the CMCC datasets, respectively. For the GAIA dataset,
since the failure duration is provided, we collect the logs
of each failure case according to the information. For the
CMCC dataset, since only the approximate time of each
failure case is given, we set ω = 20. However, in real
scenarios, the duration of a failure case is usually not fixed,
and the recorded alarm time may also have a deviation.
The above situations may affect the range of logs during
the failure, thereby affecting failure diagnosis performance.
Since the amount of data in our experiments is still limited,
verifying the impact of the above situations is impossible.
We will verify it on more online large-scale services in future
work.

5 DEPLOYMENT & CASE STUDY

We have deployed LogKG in CMCC to verify its perfor-
mance in KG construction and failure diagnosis. Compared
with manual failure diagnosis described in §2.2.3, opera-
tors don’t need to do a lot of error-prone and inefficient
log searching. LogKG shortens failure mitigation time and
increases failure diagnosis accuracy.

5.1 Deployment in CMCC

5.1.1 Workflow
Figure 12 shows the workflow of LogKG in the produc-

tion environment of CMCC, including three steps:
Step. 1: Collection and Processing. CMCC uses Filebeat

[59] to aggregate log files from different service instances
and writes log streams to Kafka [60]. Operators connect
Kafka with Logstash [61], which preprocesses logs utilizing
extensions and plugins. They match the logs to templates
using the log parsing methods. The logs can be processed
and stored in the database soon after they are generated.
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Step. 2: Failure Diagnosis. When a failure is detected
through failure detection methods, LogKG automatically
collects logs before and after it. Subsequently, LogKG com-
putes the representation vector of the failure based on
these logs and uses the clustering model trained offline to
diagnose the root cause of the failure.

Step. 3: Report and Notification After LogKG diag-
noses the failure, the system will generate a failure report.
It includes the possible root causes diagnosed by LogKG
and suggestions for failure mitigation based on historical
experience. Then, it will be displayed on the Web page and
sent to the operators via SMS and email.

5.1.2 Performance

Specifically, we have deployed LogKG in Guangdong
Mobile Communications Co., Ltd (GMCC). LogKG is re-
sponsible for diagnosing failures for more than 2000 service
instances, which generate hundreds of millions of logs daily.
During the five months of deployment, LogKG averagely
processed 47 failures daily. Based on LogKG, the failure
diagnosis can be completed within five minutes, and the av-
erage failure mitigation time has been significantly reduced
by more than 20 minutes.

5.2 Case Study

Here, we use two selected failure cases to compare
the amount of work required using LogKG and manual
keyword search, respectively. The outage of the MySQL
component caused the first failure, and the other was due
to the exception of the Nova Conductor component. As
listed in Table 8, we count the number of logs that need
to be investigated containing different keywords during the
above two failure cases. As mentioned above, the support
services such as MySQL and AMQP are used in OpenStack
to provide functions such as database and communica-
tion. When the MySQL service failed, some services also
failed because of it. For example, “Unexpected error while
reporting service status” will be printed in other service
logs. Moreover, Nova Conductor is a common component
in OpenStack. Its exception caused a VM creation failure.
It resulted in various logs in several components, such as
“Policy check failed with credentials: ...” and “qemu-img
failed to execute”. Although the operators can search by
keywords to find the failure information provided by these
logs, it requires much manual work. For instance, they have
to examine 2500+ or 200+ logs to find the logs indicating the
root causes of the two failures.

LogKG significantly reduces manual effort. It automati-
cally calculated the failure vector after an online production
failure. The offline failure diagnosis model classified it into
known root causes and generated a failure report. The whole
process is completed without any manual effort.

TABLE 8: The Number Of Logs Containing Different Key-
words During Two Real-Word Failure Cases

Failure Case Kill Fail Error Exception

Nova Conductor Error 161 60 4 4
MySQL Shutdown 322 15 811 1449

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we fuse the multi-field information in logs
to automatically construct a knowledge graph, which can
extract more information from logs. We use the knowledge
graph information to train a failure diagnosis model and
finally determine the cause of the failure. Extensive exper-
iments using a simulation dataset and a real-word dataset
have demonstrated the superior performance of LogKG and
the importance of its key components. We take the first
step to fuse the multi-field information in logs using a
knowledge graph. In the future, we will verify LogKG’s
performance in more scenarios.
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that it is infeasible to do a fair comparison with [19] in the
evaluation section.

IX. CONCLUSION
For an additive KPI with multi-dimensional attributes, it is
a hard problem to localize the overall KPI’s anomaly to
the root cause, which is one (or more) combination of
attribute values in multiple dimensions. Firstly, we consider
this anomaly localization as a search problem with a huge
space. To deal with the huge search space, our proposed
framework, HotSpot, adopts the MCTS approach (the first
time in anomaly localization literature) whose action value
is our novel potential score based on the ‘‘ripple effect’’,
which captures how anomalies propagate from the root cause
throughout the aggregation hierarchy. In addition, we propose
a hierarchical pruning approach to further reduce the search
space. Our experiments based on the data from a real-world
search engine show that HotSpot achieves much better accu-
racy than previous approaches. Our operational experiences
show that HotSpot can reduce the localization time from
about more than 1 hour in manual efforts to less than 20 sec-
onds, and that HotSpot is an approach generally applicable to
the anomaly localization for additive KPI metrics.
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